To investigate these pos.ibilities, we have continued our study of K--p interactions at 1.15 Bev!c in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory IS-in. Hydrogen bubble chamber by studying events in which a ::z; is observed. The total cross sections for these interactions are shown in Table I ; only statistical errors are indicated. The 8eparation of ,;% + 1f+ + wO and 1f +1f'+ + Zw O events was difficult because many of the latter events will 'also fit the: first hypothesis. The numbers given 1n Next, we wish to report the resulta of our study of the three reactions:
: +w +w +1f
(1)
Reactions (1) A more detailed investigation of the distribution of our events in the four-particle phase space suggests that it is quite unlikely that we are deaUng with a .tatistical accident. In fact. in practically every event one of the neutral 1;-11' eystema has a male which lies in the resonance region. 11 one interprets the observed distribution as a resonance, its peak corresponds to a mass of 1405 Mev, and its full width at half maximum is about 20 Mev after unfolding experimental error •.
To investigate further the possibility of a I;-1I' resonance, we studied -+ -the 39 two-prong events aasociated with a A that did not fit the K -+ P-I\. -+ 11' +tr -0 + -or K +P -1: +11' +" interpretations. These events could be:
Identification is very difficult because only reaction (4) is sufficiently overconstrained to permit a kinematical fit. Furthermore, most of the events that are actually examples of reaction (3) fit hypothesis (4), but generally with a Z larger X value.
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• Of the 39 events, 16 had Xl.~l. when kinematically fitted to the oneconstraint hypothesiB (4) . MOlt of these events are probably due to reaction l.
(3), since !"priori only 17'001 the events due to reaction (4) should have X ?,2.
-+ -+-Also, only one example of the reaction K +P -A +1r + 1r t 1r ---'IT and no examples :*:
were observed; thus reactions (5) and (6) are probably rare. Even though a kinematical fit to hypothesis (3) 11 impossible, one o 0 -can obtain the invariant maslll of the~-1r system from the incident K momentum and the measured momenta of the two charged piona. However, since no kinematic constraints can be imposed on such events, the experimental errors will. in general. be larger than for fitted events and fluctuate more wi.dely. Therefore. the data are better represented by ideograms. The authors wish to thank the many members of the Bevatron and bubble chamber crews and the scanners who made thia experiment possible. We also • -9-UCRL-9717 
